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CHAIRPERSON

A
ll of our countries of operation are either emerging from lockdown or moving to lower alert levels. 

This does not mean that the pandemic is over by any means, and we can expect a continued rise in 

infections over the next weeks. So now, more than ever, it’s important for all of us to be vigilant about 

safety measures.

*
Always wear a mask or a cloth face covering when you are not at home..                                        

Observe physical distancing.                                                                                                                                       

Sanitize and wash your hands regularly.                                                                                                                                       

Avoid congregating in groups.                                                                                                                                          

Stay at home when you have a temperature or symptoms that could indicate COVID-19 

infection

These basic actions may seem simple, and even anti-social. Their power is in their simplicity - we all 

can do these things very easily. We urge you to observe them in order to save lives.

How we behave and what we do over the next few weeks and months will be telling as to how we 

emerge from this crisis. Our wish is that we come out healthy, resilient and that we learn and 

grow as a dance community. The only way we will succeed is if we each play our part.

SADF UPDATE - 
COVID 19 JUNE 2020.pdf

MESSAGE FROM THE AGM 

SADF UPDATE - 
COVID 19 JUNE 2020.pdf




BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN DANCE FOUNDATION  
Chairperson: Frans Sema 


Marion Baxter; Craig Morkel; Mark Engelbrecht; Tyrone Watkins; Andre Cloete;  
Liteboho Sekoto; Neville Matjie; Harold Van Buuren 


Company Secretary: Tebogo Tsholetsane 
 


 
 
 
 
 


                                                                            


 


 


 


EMBARGOED UNTIL 26th June 2020 


STATEMENT 


SOUTH AFRICAN DANCE FOUNDATION AND THE COVID 19 


To: All Dancers, Audiences, Supporters, News Media Agencies and Patrons 
 


The World Health Organisation (WHO) categorised the severe acute respiratory syndrome novel 
coronavirus (COVID-19) as a pandemic. Pursuant to that, on 15 March 2020, President Cyril 
Ramaphosa declared a national state of disaster in South Africa in terms of the Disaster 
Management Act, 2002 (DMA) and on 18 March, regulations in terms of the DMA were published 
with immediate effect. On the 23rd March, President Ramaphosa announced national lock-down in 
order to contain and flatten the curve of the spread of the virus. 
 
Lockdown restrictions are now slowly being eased wherein currently South Africa is at lockdown 
level 3. New regulations are regularly published and we have witnessed almost daily updates in 
terms of the Disaster Management Act to supplement the existing regulations that have been 
published in terms of the same Act and to cater specifically for the conditions of lockdown. 
 
While the South African Dance Foundation commends its members for the manner in which they 
complied with the lockdown regulations, the endurance that has and is still being absorbed by our 
dancers and dance teachers, we still live in an increasingly turbulent and unpredictable times. The 
closure of dance schools/studios has denied dancers their regular routine training and severed 
negative impact on the livelihoods of dance teachers businesses who rely solely in dance to 
generate income. 
 
This statement seeks to therefore first and foremost give thanks to all our dancers and dance 
teachers for having endured this suffering. Secondly, the SADF wishes to further advise all our 
dancers and patrons that a submission to request that all dance schools be exempted and be 
allowed a soft reopening from level 3 has been submitted to the Minister of Sport, Arts and Culture, 
Mr Nkosinathi Mthethwa. Regulations that go with that have also been prepared, including the 
identification of all officers who will enforce compliances. This is with a view of assisting dancers, 
dance teachers and dance administrator to reach a point of allowing their dance schools to softly 
open, but with strict conditions that are in line with the DMA. Also, the submission took cognisance 
of the fact that dance is mostly owned by sole proprietors and freelancers, many of whom do not 
qualify for the relief measures put in place to augment their income. 
 
With a response still being awaited from the Minister, let it be emphasised that we sadly are all 
experiencing different dimensions of hardship during this time and all dance schools will have 
different stories to tell, stories of battle scars, market retraction, economic losses and sadly also job 
losses. Let us be reminded then about the need to continue observing the lockdown regulations, 
regardless. Importantly, have more endurance as we await the outcomes of our submission for the 
SOFT REOPENING OF THE DANCE SCHOOLS.   


_________________________________________________________________________ 
ISSUED BY: 


SOUTH AFRICAN DANCE FOUNDATION 


South African Dance Foundation 
Head Office: NWDC Small Industries 
Office No 18 
DP Kgotleng Street,  
Montshioa, 
2747 
North West Province, South Africa 
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN DANCE FOUNDATION  
Chairperson: Frans Sema 


Mark Engelbrecht-Social, , Craig Morkel-Sponsorship, Tyrone Watkins-Technical, Andre Cloete-Membership 
Liteboho Sekoto-Disabled 


Company Secretary and CEO: Ms Marion Baxter 
 


 
 
 
 
 


                                                                            


 


 


 


 


CHAIRPERSON’S REPORT 


THE 2020 SADF ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING (ELECTIVE) 


 


Dear Members:  


 


RESOLVE: It is the greatest of all mistakes to do nothing because you can only do little - do what you 


can. (Sydney Smith) 


 


The term under review has been, to all of us, very busy, stressing and frustrating. Nevertheless, we 


have survived and we are still solid as we were last elected into office in 2017. This is besides the 


sudden disaster that swept the world since the last quarter of 2019, with our country still deep into this 


unfortunate pandemic of COVID 19.  


 


BESIDES: A great deal of work has been performed, particularly in relation to our core responsibilities, 


which is to develop, administer and promote Dance as an artistic form of art in the Performing Arts 


Sector. Our relationship and membership with the World Dance Council, World Dance Council 


Amateur League, Council of International Dance-UNESCO and Freedom to Dance has remained 


intact, which stand as the cornerstone of our existence. 


 


We have, however, other strategies that have not been satisfactorily got performed. In particular, 


our external relationships have remained dormant and have not born the fruits that we so much 


require in order to complete the circle of our development agenda.   


 


Nevertheless, I can confidently report to you that the SADF is in business. The public and our 


membership are and have always given us the excellent reception of our annual activities and 


support. It is therefore my carefully considered view that, not only have we conducted good 


businesses, but we have left a perfect legacy in the minds and ears of all our dancers in the country 


and globally.  


 


The above stability of our organisation wouldn‟t have been possible if we hadn‟t work as a 


collective. I can assure you that the Board of Directors, which also serves as the National Executive 


Committee, worked extremely well as a unified team. A team whose members are and were 


encouraged to contribute to the diverse range of views, and a team who once a decision is made 


have and had the obligation to work together, for the benefit of all the SADF members. However, let 


me also dispel any thought or belief that the team did not encounter any glitches, yes, as ordinary 


human beings, the team experienced many challenges ranging from personality, performances and 


misunderstandings, but, the SADF became the winner above all such unfortunates.  


 


It is also important to remember that some of our missed performances that need to be remembered 


and infused into other Faculties or Portfolios will need to take over the responsibilities of all the codes 


that are important and of course for the benefit of our members. In particular, the following codes 


will be involved:  


 


•  Disciplinary, Risks and Ethics  


•  Sponsorship and Fundraising  


•  National Development Agenda, including Teachers Training Programs 


South African Dance Foundation 
Head Office: NWDC Small Industries 
Office No 18 
DP Kgotleng  Street,  
Montshioa, 
2747 
North West Province,  South Africa 
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•  Establishment and Finalisation of Committees and Provincial Branches 


 


ACCREDITATION IN HIGHER EDUCATION QUALIFICATION 


 


Research and consultation (As performed by the SADF Technical Committee) indicates concerns 


and challenges preventing optimal performance in the Arts with particular concern to Dance. 


 


Role players unanimously state that the Arts have low visibility. The arts have remained elitist with 


education being available only to the few that can afford the extra-curricular involvement and 


connections in the private sector. The Arts offered in schools are invariably schools with facilities and 


funds to support the delivery of the subject. 


 


Previously disadvantaged communities have remained and although the Arts are to-date subjects 


offered in the school curriculum, the participation is low and not increasing at the pace envisaged. 


The importance of the Arts has been recognized and the inclusion of the Arts moving STEM to STEAM 


is expected to improve the recognition of the subjects and to increase the participation. 


 


The South African Dance Foundation (SADF) has investigated the situation and came to realize that 


for Dance to sustain and progress, involvement and teaching in the actual schools would be vital. 


This comes with a major challenge that requires consideration and intervention. 


 


The Dance Teacher’s Qualification: 


 


A Dance teachers‟ qualification is obtained from professional dance teacher associations 


(Providers). There are numerous genres and each genre with its own principles and 


characteristics demands its own specific qualification/ examination. Yet each has the same 


or similar criteria only differing in actual techniques. A dance teacher qualification is not a 


generic teaching qualification furthermore each genre carries a specific qualification e.g. 


Associate Classical Ballet. This then qualifies the person in that specific genre and no other 


dance genre. Being an educator does not make the person competent to teach any one of 


the art subjects in very particular dance. Proficiency in the art form is the basis on which any 


teaching can be based. The proficiency in the practice of the art is the content required to 


teach the subject.  


 


The professional associations have been in existence all along and the dancer would 


progress from learning in a dance school and progressing through the student grades to 


eventually taking the levels of teaching qualifications (namely: Associate; Licentiate; 


Fellowship).  


 


Unfortunately, however rigid and demanding these examinations are the universities have 


not accepted/ accredited the qualification leaving Dance Teaching predominately out of 


the school system. 


 


Musical theatre is now the in thing but this provides only an overall and certainly not specifics 


for the Dance Genre. Creative Arts is also very generic making the teacher “jack of all trades 


but master of none”. 


 


Elitist Activity: 


 


Dance is predominately elitist. It is offered by teachers qualified through associations and 


taught in studios in suburbs where accessibility to the venue is safe for the afterschool 


participation. Studios operate from 14:00 some up until 22:00 in the evenings providing group 


classes and individual training. Because this is a private venture of the teacher the 


commercial aspect is the priority and the systems encourage slow progress to ensure a long 


period of participation and therefore a monthly income for the teacher and the lessons are 


also exorbitant to cover all the business needs of the teacher and to provide a relative 


income.  


 


Accessibility, cost and the time all negatively contribute to lowering the participation and the 


preventing of the inclusion of the previously disadvantaged.   
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Dance Teacher Qualifications for schools: 


 


The current school system and employment policies are governed by the South African 


Council of Educators (SACE). Registration is required to be able to teach in a school. The 


requirements for registration include: 


 


• A 4 year post matric professional educational qualification 


 


This immediately excludes Dance teachers. Although it is stated that the teachers can apply 


to SAQA to be evaluated this process is extremely difficult and tedious for each as an 


individual. They are provided with a provisional/temporary registration and informed to enrol 


for a PGCE (for which they do not qualify). Annually they resubmit and fight to be given 


another year registration. 


 


Dance teachers in the school system are invariably School Governing Body (SGB) posts that 


carry low salaries and limited to no perk to the position. Due to the low income they are 


forced to take on extra work in private studios. 


 


The school system: 


 


It is a requirement of all education departments to support teachers. The support give to 


teachers includes Lesson Plans, Policy and guideline documents, Annual Teaching Plans; 


Annual Assessment Plans; Professional Learning Groups, etc. There is very little that a teacher 


in today‟s environment is expected to do without support and guidance. 


 


CULTURAL AND CREATIVE INDUSTRIES FEDRATION OF SOUTH AFRICA (CCIFSA)  


 


Cultural and Creative Industries Federation (CCIFSA) is an umbrella controlling body originating from 


the President‟s Office and currently residing under the Department of Sports, Arts and Culture (DSAC 


- National). CCIFSA is an equivalent of SASCOC, but specifically dealing with the cultural and 


creative codes.  


 


The Creative and Cultural Industries (CCI) is a sector that encompasses arts, culture and heritage 


and boasts general mass appeal and partake. This sector is identified as the most strategic in 


convergence of job creation, a tool that will combat poverty and youth unemployment. 


 


Since the SADF has deliberately taken a position to adopt dance as an art-form, CCIFSA is the 


accurate Federation to belong to. As the current Chairperson, I have on numerous occasions 


engaged the National Office of CCIFSA regarding the SADF‟s intention to becoming a member of 


CCIFSA and that process is anytime due to the completion. 


 


ALIGNMENT TO THE CULTURAL AFFAIRS AND COMMEMORATION DAYS  


 


In recent developments, it has been encouraging in seeing how the SADF is aligning its functions to 


the on-going cultural and commemoration days. I am most impressed with the events aligned as 


such and wish to commend the Provincial Chairperson and the National Office through the CEO in 


doing such works. I am specifically referring to the following Festivals and Events, which I suggest they 


are kept safe in the SADF‟s records:   


 


•  Freedom Day Celebration  


•  Human Rights Day Celebration  


•  Youth Day Celebration  


•  Dr Kenneth Kaunda Dance Masters  


 


The staging of such commemoration events brings us closer to our social spaces, with higher decision 


makers able to easily recognise and position the SADF in a more favourable situation. I wish to again 


repeat and commend the responsible officers for doing such an important, yet unrecognisable, work 


in making the SADF a true national controlling body of Dance. 
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TRADEMARKS 


 


Trademark (also written trade mark or trade-mark is defined as a type of intellectual property 


consisting of a recognizable sign, design, or expression which identifies products or services of a 


particular source from those of others. The trademark owner can be an individual, business 


organization, or any legal entity, which in our case is us, the SADF.  


 


In relation to the statement issued here above, the SADF has successfully registered certain 


Trademarks that make it a legal and rightful national controlling body of Dance. These Trademarks 


include the following: - 


 


 South African Open Dance Championships 


 Dance Sport Championships 


 Rumba in the Jungle International Dance Championships (Awaited) 


 


While the above names are important to recognize and celebrate, the actual celebration should 


actually be towards the details of the Trademark Registration Certificate/s, which also details what 


each Trademark entails. Meaning, the styles of dance that are exclusively the rights of SADF. While it 


is and has always been our policy not to wish other organisations away, the time has unfortunately 


arrived where the SADF need to make the said or affected organizations aware and request them to 


refrain from using the SADF‟s Trademark/s. 


 


WDC-AL SOUTH AFRICA  


 


The formations of the World Dance Council - Amateur League was in most intense and purpose a 


replacement of the lost Amateur wing under the WDC. It is therefore appropriate to encourage our 


Amateurs to establish the WDC-AL South Africa, with a view of having their „PROPERLY REGULATED‟ 


self-determination.  


 


I am therefore recommending that the incoming National Executive Committee or the Board of 


Directors allow the formation of such a body, but, with proper regulations of its business practices 


and affairs. 


 


THE ADOPTED NEW COMMUNICATION AND MEDIA LIAISON OFFICER  


 


This has been one of our main objectives during this past term. As you know, our aim was to better 


position the SADF, expand and update our image. You will have seen some changes on the 


quarterly distribution of the Newsletter, the SADF Facebook and our website/s, Marion Baxter and 


Tebogo Tsholetsane will surely cover its impression/s in their Reports.  


 


MEMBERSHIP 


 


Membership of SADF has stabilised the side of the professional registrations, with approximately 48 


Individual Members and approximately 120 Amateur Registration, but with concerns that since the 


hype that was once created in the early years, the membership of SADF has remained low. It is on 


the basis of such, that perhaps SADF should considered looking into the new methods of ITS 


Membership PR. 


 


It is therefore my view that, given the strong Membership PR, SADF will once more develop hope in 


the minds and hearts of dancers around the country and draw substantive membership from the 


Industry. To add to that, it should be mentioned that the Dance Industry is still not enjoying any 


stability in its controlling or rather to say regulatory bodies status, hence the disgruntlement. 


 


STAKEHOLDER RELATIONS 


 


Through collective efforts, SADF can now and proudly mention that the doors of support are now 


open with most stakeholders. With those open doors the SADF is now in a more and better 


relationship with institutions in our province/nationally, such as: -  
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• Sun International and Sun City 


• North West Department of Tourism  


• Dr Kenneth Kaunda District Municipality 


• Moses Kotane Local Municipality 


• Bokone Bophirima Craft and Design Institute 


• Merakeng Foundation, 


• TTT Foundation  


• Sound Stylists 


• Stageworx 


• The Retail Communications 


 


 


FINANCES 


 


SADF performance in the finances has tremendously improved. It has proven to be remarkably 


resilient in the face of the recent financial crisis and the global economic meltdown.  


 


It is however our concern and that of the CEO that our accounting systems have not been 


consistent, which requires our collective attention to remedy. Our administrator has been advised of 


such and since he has re-committed to improve on her part, we expect same to happen with further 


reminders. 


 


On that, we also wish to convey our heartfelt appreciation to the wonderful work done by the CEO 


in keeping SADF Business vision on track and with clear and robust accounting practices. We truly 


thank her for that and wish to also commit that we will always support her work and provide her with 


what is due to her for practices of good governance. 


 


CONTINENTAL (AFRICAN) AFFAIRS  


 


Nothing has changed from the WDC stand on the African Continent. However, the recent 


nomination of Mr Mark Engelbrecht appears to have popularised South Africa and Africa, and it 


should be the strategy of SADF to tactically enforce its presence with a need to dedicate time and 


efforts to this mission.  


 


CONCLUSION  


 


I would like to thank all our members for the great support during this closure of the term, but also 


when I have met many of you during my different attendance of the different events around the 


country. 


 


 I can assure you that the SADF is most stable and doing its best and that a unified Dance is now on 


its horizon of its highest level and fullest potential. 


 


Lastly, I wish to all Board Members for their selfless efforts, especially the CEO in her investment of a 


considerable time towards the function of the SADF. To the Portfolios and Faculties, Branches and 


Individual Members, both the Professionals and Amateurs Thank You. 


 


Frans Sema 


SADF Chairperson  
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A
ll of our countries of operation are either emerging from lockdown or moving to lower alert levels. 

This does not mean that the pandemic is over by any means, and we can expect a continued rise in 

infections over the next weeks. So now, more than ever, it’s important for all of us to be vigilant about 

safety measures.

*
Always wear a mask or a cloth face covering when you are not at home..                                        

Observe physical distancing.                                                                                                                                       

Sanitize and wash your hands regularly.                                                                                                                                       

Avoid congregating in groups.                                                                                                                                          

Stay at home when you have a temperature or symptoms that could indicate COVID-19 

infection

These basic actions may seem simple, and even anti-social. Their power is in their simplicity - we all 

can do these things very easily. We urge you to observe them in order to save lives.

How we behave and what we do over the next few weeks and months will be telling as to how we 

emerge from this crisis. Our wish is that we come out healthy, resilient and that we learn and 

grow as a dance community. The only way we will succeed is if we each play our part.

MESSAGE
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NEW BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE
SOUTH AFRICAN DANCE FOUNDATION

Faculty Heads:

Competitive Dance : Marion Baxter

Traditional Dance : George Oliphant

Social Dance : Mark Engelbrecht

People Living with Disability Dance : Liteboho Sekoto

Disco/Freestyle and Theatre : Harold van Buuren

Development : Clint Borez

Technical : Tyrone Watkins, Neville Matjie and Cathy Gibbons

The new appointments are effective 1st June 2020.

The new Board brings talent, expertise and energy to the 

Foundation, and they are all highly regarded individuals 

with a vast and in-depth knowledge of business in the artistic 

dance, the private and public sectors. At the heart of these 

appointments, is a commitment from the South African Dance 

Foundation’s Branches to strengthen the Foundation, and 

create conditions to see the development and promotion of all 

forms of Dance in our country. 

Board of Directors:

Frans Sema : President and Chairperson

Marion Baxter : Director and CEO

Mark Engelbrecht

Tyrone Watkins

Liteboho Sekoto

Andre Cloete

Neville Matjie

Craig Morkel

Harold van Burren

Company Secretary:

Tebogo Tsholetsane

Finance:

Theo Williams

Operations:

Kathryn Matthews

The South African Dance Foundation (SADF) is pleased to officially announce the election and appointment of nine (9) 

members of the Board of Directors of the SADF, as well as the Faculty Heads of the Foundation as follows: -

 
New SADF Board 

Announced - 2020.pdf




BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN DANCE FOUNDATION  
Chairperson: Frans Sema 


Mark Engelbrecht; Craig Morkel; Tyrone Watkins; Andre Cloete 
Liteboho Sekoto; Harold van Buuren; Neville Matjie; Company Secretary: Tebogo Tsholetsane 


Chief Executive Officer: Ms Marion Baxter 
 


 
 
 
 
 


                                                                            


 


 


 


PUBLIC ANNOUNCEMENT 


NEW BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN DANCE FOUNDATION 


The South African Dance Foundation (SADF) is pleased to officially announce the election and appointment of nine (9) 


members of the Board of Directors of the SADF, as well as the Faculty Heads of the Foundation as follows: - 


Board of Directors: 


Frans Sema  : President and Chairperson 


Marion Baxter  : Director and CEO 


Mark Engelbrecht  


Tyrone Watkins 


Liteboho Sekoto 


Andre Cloete 


Neville Matjie 


Craig Morkel 


Harold van Burren 


 


Company Secretary: 


Tebogo Tsholetsane 


Finance: 


Theo Williams 


Operations:  


Kathryn Matthews 


Faculty Heads: 


Competitive Dance   : Marion Baxter 


Traditional Dance   : George Oliphant 


Social Dance    : Mark Engelbrecht 


People Living with Disability Dance : Liteboho Sekoto 


Disco/Freestyle and Theatre  : Harold van Buuren 


Development    : Clint Borez  


Technical    : Tyrone Watkins, Neville Matjie and Cathy Gibbons 


 


The new appointments are effective 1
st
 June 2020.  


The new Board brings talent, expertise and energy to the Foundation, and they are all highly regarded individuals with a 


vast and in-depth knowledge of business in the artistic dance, the private and public sectors. At the heart of these 


appointments, is a commitment from the South African Dance Foundation’s Branches to strengthen the Foundation, and 


create conditions to see the development and promotion of all forms of Dance in our country.  


Issued on behalf of the South African Dance Foundation (NPC) 


Date: Monday 1
st
 June 2020. 


South African Dance Foundation 
Company Secretary’s Office 
49 Jacaranda Street 
Alveda Park Extension 2 
Alveda Park 
GAUTENG PROVINCE 
Tel: 073 321 5243 – Email: tebogomokgethi@gmail.com  
 



mailto:tebogomokgethi@gmail.com
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SADF NEWSLETTER -  2020

As lockdowns are being lifted, the risk and danger of infection are increasing. We all need to remain vigilant and play our part 

in preventing transmission of the virus. No-one should need to be reminded about the critical infection prevention behaviours 

that we all need to practice. These are recommended by all credible health authorities worldwide. Wear a face mask or face 

shield that covers your mouth and nose, maintain a physical distance of at least 1.5m from other people, keep your hands clean 

by washing with soap and water or sanitising with a 70% alcohol hand sanitiser. Your health and that of those around you 

depend on your individual actions. PLEASE ADHERE to the COVID-19 safety protocols

COVID-19 MEDIA STATEMENT 




BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE SOUTH AFRICAN DANCE FOUNDATION  
Chairperson: Frans Sema 


Marion Baxter; Craig Morkel; Mark Engelbrecht; Tyrone Watkins; Andre Cloete;  
Liteboho Sekoto; Neville Matjie; Harold Van Buuren 


Company Secretary: Tebogo Tsholetsane 
 


 
 
 
 
 


                                                                            


 


 


 


EMBARGOED UNTIL 26th June 2020 


STATEMENT 


SOUTH AFRICAN DANCE FOUNDATION AND THE COVID 19 


To: All Dancers, Audiences, Supporters, News Media Agencies and Patrons 
 


The World Health Organisation (WHO) categorised the severe acute respiratory syndrome novel 
coronavirus (COVID-19) as a pandemic. Pursuant to that, on 15 March 2020, President Cyril 
Ramaphosa declared a national state of disaster in South Africa in terms of the Disaster 
Management Act, 2002 (DMA) and on 18 March, regulations in terms of the DMA were published 
with immediate effect. On the 23rd March, President Ramaphosa announced national lock-down in 
order to contain and flatten the curve of the spread of the virus. 
 
Lockdown restrictions are now slowly being eased wherein currently South Africa is at lockdown 
level 3. New regulations are regularly published and we have witnessed almost daily updates in 
terms of the Disaster Management Act to supplement the existing regulations that have been 
published in terms of the same Act and to cater specifically for the conditions of lockdown. 
 
While the South African Dance Foundation commends its members for the manner in which they 
complied with the lockdown regulations, the endurance that has and is still being absorbed by our 
dancers and dance teachers, we still live in an increasingly turbulent and unpredictable times. The 
closure of dance schools/studios has denied dancers their regular routine training and severed 
negative impact on the livelihoods of dance teachers businesses who rely solely in dance to 
generate income. 
 
This statement seeks to therefore first and foremost give thanks to all our dancers and dance 
teachers for having endured this suffering. Secondly, the SADF wishes to further advise all our 
dancers and patrons that a submission to request that all dance schools be exempted and be 
allowed a soft reopening from level 3 has been submitted to the Minister of Sport, Arts and Culture, 
Mr Nkosinathi Mthethwa. Regulations that go with that have also been prepared, including the 
identification of all officers who will enforce compliances. This is with a view of assisting dancers, 
dance teachers and dance administrator to reach a point of allowing their dance schools to softly 
open, but with strict conditions that are in line with the DMA. Also, the submission took cognisance 
of the fact that dance is mostly owned by sole proprietors and freelancers, many of whom do not 
qualify for the relief measures put in place to augment their income. 
 
With a response still being awaited from the Minister, let it be emphasised that we sadly are all 
experiencing different dimensions of hardship during this time and all dance schools will have 
different stories to tell, stories of battle scars, market retraction, economic losses and sadly also job 
losses. Let us be reminded then about the need to continue observing the lockdown regulations, 
regardless. Importantly, have more endurance as we await the outcomes of our submission for the 
SOFT REOPENING OF THE DANCE SCHOOLS.   


_________________________________________________________________________ 
ISSUED BY: 


SOUTH AFRICAN DANCE FOUNDATION 


South African Dance Foundation 
Head Office: NWDC Small Industries 
Office No 18 
DP Kgotleng Street,  
Montshioa, 
2747 
North West Province, South Africa 
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+27 73 321 5243 


secretary@sadancefoundation.co.za 


Office No 18 NWDC Small Industries 
DP Kgotleng Street, Montshioa, 2747 


North West Province, South Africa 


 
 


12th July 2020. 


 


SOUTH AFRICAN DANCE FOUNDATION 


ON THE RE-OPENING OF DANCE SCHOOLS AND STUDIOS 


 
The World Health Organisation (WHO) categorised the severe acute respiratory syndrome novel coronavirus 
(COVID-19) as a pandemic. Pursuant to that, on 15 March 2020, President Cyril Ramaphosa declared a national 
state of disaster in South Africa in terms of the Disaster Management Act, 2002 (DMA) and on 18 March, 
regulations in terms of the DMA were published with immediate effect. On the 23rd March, President Ramaphosa 
announced national lock-down in order to contain and flatten the curve of the spread of the virus. 
 
Lockdown restrictions are now slowly being eased wherein currently South Africa is at lockdown level 3. New 
regulations are regularly published and we have witnessed almost daily updates in terms of the Disaster 
Management Act to supplement the existing regulations that have been published in terms of the same Act and to 
cater specifically for the conditions of lockdown. 
 
While the South African Dance Foundation commends its members for the manner in which they complied with the 
lockdown regulations, the endurance that has and is still being absorbed by our dancers and dance teachers, we 
still live in an increasingly turbulent and unpredictable times. The closure of dance schools/studios has denied 
dancers their regular routine training and severed negative impact on the livelihoods of dance teachers businesses 
who rely solely in dance to generate income. 
 


To-date, the South African Dance Foundation is pleased to announce that we are now ready to guide our 


members on how to softly re-open their Dance Schools and Studios. This process of the re-opening of our Dance 


Schools and Studios is guided by the Cultural and Creative Industries Federation of South Africa and the 


Department of Sports, Arts and Culture, through the GOVERNMENT GAZETTE, Volume 661, No: 43507 


https://archive.opengazettes.org.za/archive/ZA/2020/government-gazette-ZA-vol-661-no-43507-dated-2020-07-


06.pdf, as dated 6th July 2020 and gazetted by the Minister, Mr Nkosinathi Mthethwa. In this gazette, Dance is 


classified as part of Theatre (As confirmed by CCIFSA) and will be allowed to open to a maximum of 50% of its 


capacity and in line with the Disaster Management Act (https://www.gov.za/documents/disaster-management-act-


amendment-regulations-coronavirus-covid-19-lockdown-12-jul-2020), whereas if the studio can accommodate 


greater than 100 people, that a maximum of 50 people will be applicable, excluding staff members.  


To this effect, the South African Dance Foundation has development its regulations, in line with the DMA and the 


provisions of the gazette. 


The SADF is therefore calling upon all the Dance Schools Owners and Manager to retrieve the applications forms 


for the opening of the Dance Schools and Studios from our SADF Website and social platforms or alternatively 


collect the forms from the South African Dance Foundation’s Company Secretary- Ms. Tebogo Tsholetsane on 


073 321 5243 or email her on secretary@sadancefoundation.co.za, who will provide you with the forms. She will 


also provide you with your area Compliance Officer, who is responsible for providing you with all the regulations 







 


and will process your application until its conclusion. As a caring organization, we can assure you that the 


processing of your application is given a turnaround time of 48 Hours, however, the processing will even be faster 


if the School or Studios meet the compliance criteria.     


In conclusion, the South African Dance Foundation wishes to continue to caution all its members and the South 


Africans in general that we are now moving into even increasingly turbulent and unpredictable times. The storm 


has arrived, and whilst the SADF commends you all for observing the health and safety measures as provided for 


by the Department of Health and the DMA, the SADF wishes to equally command you to continue observing the 


restrictions, especially in this time when you are now going to be even taking additional responsibilities of caring 


for our dancers.  


Let God Bless your good intention and please abide by the new DMA regulations. No persons will be allowed in 


the streets after 21 Hours (09pm) and before 04:00 (04am). 


 


Thank You. 
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COVID-19 
 


SOUTH AFRICAN DANCE FOUNDATION 
 
 
 


GUIDE FOR DANCE SCHOOLS 
 


HOW TO PREPARE YOUR STUDIO ENVIRONMENT AND  
RESPONDING IF A DANCER/DANCE TEACHER IS 
POSITIVE OR YOU DETECT A POSITIVE CASE OF 


CORONAVIRUS 
 


Coronavirus Official Toll-Free Hot-Line Call Centre 0800 029 999 
Clinicians Hotline: 082 883 9920 


 
 


SADF SUPPORT: MS MARION BAXTER 
Email: sadancefoundation@gmail.com  


 
 


PLAY YOUR PART 


 
 
 
 


Disclaimer 
The information contained in this document is presented in good faith, and whilst every care has been taken in preparing this 


document, it is only intended to provide guidelines to the intended recipients. It does not provide professional advice, and by utilising 


the document, the User is deemed to have agreed to this Disclaimer and to have released and discharged the South African Dance 


Foundation (SADF) from all liability whatsoever that might arise from the use of the document. SADF make no representations and give 


no warranties whatsoever in respect of this document, including but not limited to the accuracy or completeness of any information, 


facts and opinions contained herein, and cannot be held liable for any damages, including but not limited to, direct, indirect, incidental, 


special, consequential or punitive damages arising from the use of or inability to use the document. This document may also not be 


used, published or redistributed without the prior written consent of SADF.   
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A. INTRODUCTION 


About the South African Dance Foundation 
 


1.1. The South African Dance Foundation (SADF) is a registered Not for Profit Company 
(not having a share capital (not for gain)), acting in the collective interests of 
dancers, technical workers, administrators, educators, club heads, studio owners, 
schools, dance Schools and service providers within the Dance Industry in South 
Africa.  The SADF is a founder member of the World Dance Council (WDC), 
established in 1935, member of the International Dance Organisation (IDO) and the 
Council of International Dance of UNESCO (CID-UNESCO). 


 
1.2. The SADF members are owners of dance schools that represent the following 


faculties of Dance: 
 


1.2.1. Ballroom Dance (Competitive) 
1.2.2. Social Dance and Pro-Am Dance 
1.2.3. Theatre and Stage Dance 
1.2.4. Folklore or Traditional Dance 
1.2.5. Disco/Freestyle Dance; and 
1.2.6. People Living with Disabilities (Dance) 


 


Novel Coronavirus 
 
According to the Regulations issued in terms of Section 27(2) of the Disaster Management 
Act, 2002; R.318: 'COVID-19' means the Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCov) which is an 
infectious disease caused by a virus, which emerged during 2019 and was declared a global 
pandemic by the World Health Organisation (WHO) during the year 2020 that has previously 
not been scientifically identified in humans. 
 


Key important links: 


http://www.health.gov.za/     


https://sacoronavirus.co.za/  


https://www.dsac.gov.za/     


http://www.sadancefoundation.co.za/ 


http://www.rumbainthejungle.com/ 


https://www.labourguide.co.za/workshop/1773-covid-19-guideline-mar2020/file 


 


Coronavirus Official Toll-Free Call Centre  0800 029 999 


Clinicians Hotline:      082 883 9920 


Official WhatsApp Help Service:    0600 123 456 


 


Acknowledgement 


The following steps for responding when a dancer/dance teacher tests positive for the 
coronavirus are based on a combination of guidelines that are taken from the World Health 
Organisation (WHO), the South African Department of Health, The Department of 
Employment and Labour Studio Preparedness: COVID-19 (SARS-CoV-19 virus); The 
National Council for Communicable Diseases and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control. 



http://www.health.gov.za/

https://sacoronavirus.co.za/

https://www.dsac.gov.za/

http://www.sadancefoundation.co.za/

http://www.rumbainthejungle.com/

https://www.labourguide.co.za/workshop/1773-covid-19-guideline-mar2020/file
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B. GUIDE TO DANCE SCHOOLS  


1. How COVID-19 spreads 


1.1. When someone who has COVID-19 coughs or exhales they release droplets of 


infected fluid. Most of these droplets fall on nearby surfaces and objects, such as 


desks, tables or telephones. People could catch COVID-19 by touching contaminated 


surfaces or objects, and then touching their eyes, nose, or mouth. If they are standing 


within 1 meter of a person with COVID-19 they can catch it by breathing in droplets 


coughed out or exhaled by them. 


1.2. Most persons infected with COVID-19 experience mild symptoms and recover. 


However, some experience more serious illness and may require hospital care. Risk of 


serious illness rises with age: people over 40 seem to be more vulnerable than those 


under 40. People with weakened immune systems and people with conditions such as 


diabetes, heart and lung disease are also more vulnerable to serious illness. 


 


2. Immediate Do’s for Schools 


2.1. Studio owners/Dance teachers are required to follow the measures below to help 


prevent the spread of infections in your studio, such as colds, flu and stomach bugs, 


and protects your students, customers, and dancer/dance teacher s. 


2.2. All Schools must use a portable screen device and screen every person that visits the 


school.  If a person has a temperature of ≥ 38°C or more, they must not be allowed 


into the premises and must immediately be advised to visit their medical specialist. 


2.3. Make sure you sanitize every person visiting the school and that your Schools are 


clean and hygienic. All surfaces (e.g. desks, tables, mirrors, barres, and floors) and 


objects (e.g. telephones, keyboards and doors and cupboard handles) must be wiped 


with a 70% alcohol disinfectant regularly. 


2.4. Promote regular and thorough hand-washing (soap and water or 70% alcohol based 


sanitizer) by everyone in the studio, before, during (sanitizer) and after the lessons. 


2.4.1. Put sanitizing hand rub dispensers in prominent places around the studio. 


Make sure these dispensers are regularly refilled 


2.4.2. Display posters promoting hand-washing 


2.4.3. Combine with other communication measures such as offering guidance from 


occupational health and safety practitioners, briefing before every 


class/lesson, and provide information to promote hand-washing and other 


preventative measures referred to in the www.sacoronavirus.co.za  website. 


2.4.4. Make sure that staff, teachers, contractors, and students have access to 


places where they can wash their hands with soap and water. 


 



http://www.sacoronavirus.co.za/
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2.5. Promote good respiratory hygiene in the studio 


2.5.1. Ensure adequate ventilation in the studio and where possible, display posters 


promoting respiratory hygiene. 


2.5.2. Ensure that at least two cloth face masks are provided to teachers.  Face 


masks must be correctly worn by every person in the studio and that paper 


tissues/towels are available, along with closed bins for hygienically disposing 


of used disposable-masks and paper tissues. 


2.5.3. Advise parents and dancer/dance teachers to check on the national travel 


advice and regulations to ensure compliance. 


2.5.4. Inform your dancer/dance teachers, students, contractors, and customers that 


if COVID-19 is detected in your studio and that anyone with even a mild 


cough or low-grade fever (≥ 38°C or more) needs to advise you, immediately 


and immediately seek medical assistance. 


2.5.5. Keep promoting the message that students and/or teachers need to stay at 


home even if they have only mild symptoms of COVID-19 


 


3. Immediate Response 


(Guidelines for symptom monitoring and management of essential workers for COVID-


19 related infection: Department of Health - Occupational Health and Safety 


Committee – Covid-19 Response) 


3.1. Dancer/dance teachers should be screened for COVID-19 and related symptoms 


3.2. At the start of a lesson and prior to ending the lesson, a designated person must do 


temperature checks and also check with each person whether they have experienced 


sudden onset of any of the following symptoms: cough, sore throat, shortness of 


breath or fever/chills (or ≥ 38°C measured temperature if this is available at the studio), 


in the past 24 hours as outlined in the symptom monitoring sheet. These are the 


current criteria for the identification of persons under investigation (PUI).  


3.3. Should a dancer/dance teacher report any of the abovementioned symptoms, s/he 


should immediately be provided with a surgical mask and referred to the designated 


staff at the studio so that arrangements can be made for COVID-19 testing at the 


closest testing centre. 


3.4. Should a dancer/dance teacher report any additional symptoms as outlined in the 


symptom monitoring sheet, s/he should be provided with a suitable mask and referred 


to the occupational health clinic, family practitioner or primary care clinic for further 


clinical evaluation and requirement for COVID-19 testing if indicated.  


3.5. On receiving their results, the dancer/dance teacher and/or health professional 


supporting the dancer/dance teacher should notify their studio so that the 
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dancer/dance teacher is managed accordingly. The studio should proactively take 


steps to obtain this information to avoid any delays in reporting.  


3.6. A positive COVID-19 test in an dancer/dance teacher will require all potential contacts 


in the studio to be assessed. 


3.7. All dancer/dance teacher’s on returning to work after isolation or quarantine period, 


should follow general work restrictions that include:  


3.7.1. undergo medical evaluation to confirm that they are fit to work  


3.7.2. wearing of cloth masks at all times  


3.7.3. implement social distancing measures as appropriate (in the case of health 


workers avoiding contact with severely immune compromised patients) 


3.8. Adherence to hand hygiene, respiratory hygiene, and cough etiquette  


3.9. Continued self-monitoring for symptoms, and seek medical re-evaluation if respiratory 


symptoms recur or worsen  


 


4. Protect Other Dancer/dance teachers 


4.1. If a dancer/dance teacher is confirmed to have COVID-19, Studio owners/Dance 


teachers should alert the authorities and also inform fellow dancer/dance teacher/s of 


their possible exposure, but maintain confidentiality 


4.2. Fellow dancer/dance teacher s should be encouraged to self-monitor for symptoms. 


4.3. Identify where the infected dancer/dance teacher worked, as well as those 


individuals—including colleagues, students, parents, customers and visitors—the 


infected dancer/dance teacher came into contact with during the 14 days prior to 


testing positive or first displaying symptoms. 


4.4. Guided by the Department of Health, Studio owners/Dance teachers should notify 


affected customers, visitors, and vendors and instruct those dancer/dance teacher s 


who came into contact with the sick dancer/dance teacher within the 14-day period to 


go home and self-isolate for 14 days, working remotely if possible. 


 


 


5. Studio Environment 


5.1. The onus lies on the Studio Owner/Dance Teacher to provide all staff with personal 


protective gear (face masks, hand sanitizers and gloves (where necessary)). 


5.2. The Studio Owner/Dance Teacher should ensure that the work environment is cleaned 


and disinfected every four hours. All staff are to observe social distancing (at least 


1.5m between working spaces). 


5.3. If a dancer/dance teacher or client has tested positive for coronavirus, and has been in 


contact with the employment premises, based on the potential breadth of exposure to 
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coronavirus, the employer must close immediately, and coordinate with dancer/dance 


teachers to work remotely if possible.  Depending on the size of the operation; closing 


could also be limited to the affected area where there was exposure and not 


necessarily the entire operation.  This must be supported by the advice from the 


Department of Health and relevant authorities. 


5.4. The Studio owners/Dance teachers is to immediately alert the Department of Health 


through its coronavirus hotline Official Toll-Free Call Centre 0800 029 999, 


Clinicians Hotline: 082 883 9920; Official WhatsApp Help Service: 0600 123 456 


5.5. The Studio owners/Dance teachers should immediately perform enhanced or deep 


sanitizing cleaning and disinfection, after persons suspected or confirmed to have 


COVID-19 have been in your facility. 


5.6. Studio owners/Dance teachers should develop business continuity plans, policies for 


worker protection and provide training to all cleaning staff on site prior to providing 


cleaning tasks. Training should include when to use personal protective equipment, 


what PPE is necessary, how to properly wear, use, and take off PPE, and how to 


properly dispose of PPE. 


5.7. Studio owners/Dance teachers must ensure workers are trained on the hazards of the 


cleaning chemicals used in the studio in accordance with appropriate OSHA 


standards. 


5.8. Collaborate with the provincial health department to ensure appropriate protocols and 


guidelines, such as updated/additional guidance for cleaning and disinfection, are 


followed, including for identification of new potential cases of COVID-19. 


5.9. Re-opening of the Schools should be coordinated with advise from the requisite 


authorities and in line with the DMA and applicable regulations. 


 


More detailed information on these can be found on https://sacoronavirus.co.za/ 


https://sahivsoc.org/Files/Guidance%20for%20symptom%20monitoring%20and%20management.pdf 


 
 



https://sacoronavirus.co.za/

https://sahivsoc.org/Files/Guidance%20for%20symptom%20monitoring%20and%20management.pdf
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+27 73 321 5243 


secretary@sadancefoundation.co.za 


Office No 18 NWDC Small Industries 
DP Kgotleng Street, Montshioa, 2747 


North West Province, South Africa 


 
 


12th July 2020. 


 


SOUTH AFRICAN DANCE FOUNDATION 


ON THE RE-OPENING OF DANCE SCHOOLS AND STUDIOS 


 
The World Health Organisation (WHO) categorised the severe acute respiratory syndrome novel coronavirus 
(COVID-19) as a pandemic. Pursuant to that, on 15 March 2020, President Cyril Ramaphosa declared a national 
state of disaster in South Africa in terms of the Disaster Management Act, 2002 (DMA) and on 18 March, 
regulations in terms of the DMA were published with immediate effect. On the 23rd March, President Ramaphosa 
announced national lock-down in order to contain and flatten the curve of the spread of the virus. 
 
Lockdown restrictions are now slowly being eased wherein currently South Africa is at lockdown level 3. New 
regulations are regularly published and we have witnessed almost daily updates in terms of the Disaster 
Management Act to supplement the existing regulations that have been published in terms of the same Act and to 
cater specifically for the conditions of lockdown. 
 
While the South African Dance Foundation commends its members for the manner in which they complied with the 
lockdown regulations, the endurance that has and is still being absorbed by our dancers and dance teachers, we 
still live in an increasingly turbulent and unpredictable times. The closure of dance schools/studios has denied 
dancers their regular routine training and severed negative impact on the livelihoods of dance teachers businesses 
who rely solely in dance to generate income. 
 


To-date, the South African Dance Foundation is pleased to announce that we are now ready to guide our 


members on how to softly re-open their Dance Schools and Studios. This process of the re-opening of our Dance 


Schools and Studios is guided by the Cultural and Creative Industries Federation of South Africa and the 


Department of Sports, Arts and Culture, through the GOVERNMENT GAZETTE, Volume 661, No: 43507 


https://archive.opengazettes.org.za/archive/ZA/2020/government-gazette-ZA-vol-661-no-43507-dated-2020-07-


06.pdf, as dated 6th July 2020 and gazetted by the Minister, Mr Nkosinathi Mthethwa. In this gazette, Dance is 


classified as part of Theatre (As confirmed by CCIFSA) and will be allowed to open to a maximum of 50% of its 


capacity and in line with the Disaster Management Act (https://www.gov.za/documents/disaster-management-act-


amendment-regulations-coronavirus-covid-19-lockdown-12-jul-2020), whereas if the studio can accommodate 


greater than 100 people, that a maximum of 50 people will be applicable, excluding staff members.  


To this effect, the South African Dance Foundation has development its regulations, in line with the DMA and the 


provisions of the gazette. 


The SADF is therefore calling upon all the Dance Schools Owners and Manager to retrieve the applications forms 


for the opening of the Dance Schools and Studios from our SADF Website and social platforms or alternatively 


collect the forms from the South African Dance Foundation’s Company Secretary- Ms. Tebogo Tsholetsane on 


073 321 5243 or email her on secretary@sadancefoundation.co.za, who will provide you with the forms. She will 


also provide you with your area Compliance Officer, who is responsible for providing you with all the regulations 







 


and will process your application until its conclusion. As a caring organization, we can assure you that the 


processing of your application is given a turnaround time of 48 Hours, however, the processing will even be faster 


if the School or Studios meet the compliance criteria.     


In conclusion, the South African Dance Foundation wishes to continue to caution all its members and the South 


Africans in general that we are now moving into even increasingly turbulent and unpredictable times. The storm 


has arrived, and whilst the SADF commends you all for observing the health and safety measures as provided for 


by the Department of Health and the DMA, the SADF wishes to equally command you to continue observing the 


restrictions, especially in this time when you are now going to be even taking additional responsibilities of caring 


for our dancers.  


Let God Bless your good intention and please abide by the new DMA regulations. No persons will be allowed in 


the streets after 21 Hours (09pm) and before 04:00 (04am). 


 


Thank You. 
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Tyrone Watkins (Judging Insights) and Beata Cloete (Competitive challenges, motivation during lockdown).

SADF NEWSLETTER -  2020

SADF DEVELOPMENT 
COMMUNIQUE 2020

WORKSHOPS

We got off to a good start as The Beat Dance Camp set the bar for what 

was to follow. Hosted on the 7 March in Cape Town, THE BEAT saw 

Courtney Smith (Hip Hop), Wendy Kleinbussink (Contemporary), 

Chrystal Lucas (Standard) and Cheslin Paris (Latin) sharing 

valuable insights to both dancers and coaches. The 4-hour program 

was filled with a combination of fun and work, and it was refreshing 

to see dancers from different genres interacting in good spirits. By 

the end of the day, the feeling was one of disappointment that it all 

went by too fast. Little did we know that it would be a while before we 

could be sharing the same space and this type of interaction.

In the weeks to follow we would learn of the pandemic known as 

Covid-19, and in a wink of an eye, the world as we knew it, has 

changed. The world of Dance Sport is faced with a challenge and we 

now must navigate our way through uncharted waters. This saw the 

birth of the SADF Online Development programs.

As we had set our sights on another successful year of Dance Sport, we would soon realize that 2020 would come with more 

challenges than usual. The following is a representation of how the SADF has managed to navigate and thrive during a Global 

Pandemic.

ONLINE CONGRESSES

May 16th saw the first instalment of the online 

congresses. The Professional Insights Online Congress 

facilitated by Tyrone Watkins and Beata Cloete paved the 

way forward. With topics like transitioning from dancer 

to coach to adjudicator and dancing during lockdown, 

we were treated to a mix of experience and how to adapt 

in the current environment. A great start to our online 

journey from two of South Africa’s finest in the industry. 

We held our First Zoom Development Congress, 

“Professional Insights” on 16 May 2020. The Congress 

was FREE to ALL registered members with a small Fee 

to those wanting to participate in our digital journey in 

the spirit of unity. 



Harold Van Buuren (Truth in Dynamics of Dance) and Nombulelo Hlathi (Lockdown Fitness).

SADF NEWSLETTER -  2020

June 13th saw Anatomy Of Dance as our second instalment. Here Nombulelo Hlathi and Harold Van Buuren presented 

lockdown fitness and dynamics of dance. Sharing detail on body conditioning as well as staying true to the fundamentals was 

the order of the day. Their years of experience were apparent as the pair addressed common challenges and areas dancers 

need to focus on. As in all cases, at the end of each session, the feeling of “we want more” was felt. It’s safe to say, that the bar 

continues to be set to new heights.

Our second Online Development Congress, “The Anatomy of Dance” on 13 June 2020, 10h00, where Fitness and Dynamics tips 

was shared safely during lockdown.  The Congress was FREE to ALL registered members with a small Fee to those wanting to 

participate in our digital journey in the spirit of unity.



Sylvester Sefotlhelo (Salsa – Origin and Music) and Theo Williams (Line Dancing-Past, Present and Future).

SADF NEWSLETTER -  2020

We continued the online journey with the Dance with Me online congress held on 11th July. Facilitated by Theo Williams, Clint 

Borez and Sylvester Sefotlhelo we were treated to a wealth of information ranging from Line Dancing, Ballroom and Salsa. 

With topics like History, Current and Future of Line Dance, Teaching Methods and Challenging the way we think in Ballroom, 

to Partnering and Musicality in Salsa, the day had value for all genres of dance, dancers and coaching. The Trio delivered an 

entertaining day trying to squeeze years of experience into 40-minute slots.

Our third Online Development Congress, 

“Dance with Me” 

On the 11 July 2020, 11h00, we shared Musicality and Line Dancing tips safely during lockdown.  The Congress is FREE to ALL 

registered members with a small Fee to those wanting to participate in our digital journey in the spirit of unity.

In an industry filled with specialists in specific genres of dance, its intriguing to note that so much of the information shared 

through these platforms all has a link to each other in some way. As Covid-19 continues to change the landscape as we know it, 

the South African Dance Foundation will keep developing and expanding the dance IQ’s of interested teachers/coaches, dancers 

and dance enthusiasts through our online programs.
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Finally, while we all eagerly await the reopening of studios throughout the country, we will continue to explore innovative 

ways of engaging the dance community at large. Please stay safe and we hope to see you all on the dance floor soon.

Clint Borez

SADF National Development Officer | Ambassador for Summer Dance Camp in South Africa
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RUMBA IN THE JUNGLE - 
THE RETURN IS SCREENING ONLINE 

Online Release of Rumba in the Jungle - RITJ, The Return. The Documentary is available for Online viewing for 10 days 24/7 

FOR FREE, Dance Enthusiast need to register as per the instructions in the Online Release.
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CANCELLATION OF 
THE 2020 RITJ New1.pdf
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_______________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 


 


    
 
 
 
 
 


NOTICE OF CANCELLATION  


 


The Organizing Committee of Rumba in the Jungle regrets to inform all Dancers, 


Dance Teachers, Parents and Sponsors about the cancellation of: 


THE 2020 


RUMBA IN THE JUNGLE 


The Festival was due to take place from Thursday 1st to Sunday 4th October 2020 in 


Sun City, South Africa. It is with heavy hearts we further notify our patrons that the 


Coronavirus Pandemic is the cause for the cancellation. 


We humbly advise international patrons who had arranged travel for this time, to 


amend their bookings to:  


THE 2021 


RUMBA IN THE JUNGLE 


Is scheduled as follows: - 


Thursday 7th to Sunday 10th October 2021, Sun City, South Africa. 


In our efforts to keep our dancers in high spirits, the Organizers wish to announce 


the Virtual Web Series that will be broadcast later this year. Details will be shared in 


due course.  


 


It is our sincerest wish that all our patrons remain safe and healthy. See You All 


Back at the 2021 RUMBA IN THE JUNGLE 
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SADF Traditional Group Champions Ama- Zebra Youth Organisation Winning 4th World Grand Slam Title 2020 Web Editions.

SADF NEWSLETTER -  2020

SOUTH AFRICAN DANCE FOUNDATION
TRADITIONAL DANCE FACULTY

The South African Flag flying high once again during the 1st 2020 Web Editions of World Folklore Competition in Sofia Bulgaria 

the XXIV International Folklore Festival VITOSHA under the theme ‘together in the love of dance’. On the 15th to 18th of July 2020, 

the 2019 SADF Open Dance Championships Traditional dance adult category Champions Amazebra Youth Organisation has done it 

again competing amongst 25 other countries and won its 4th World Grand Slam in Bulgaria.

The participating countries were: Kenya / Argentina / Chile / Rapa Nui / Romania / Philippines / Hungary / Serbia / Yakutia / 

Panama / Malaysia /Ukraine / Cuba / Ireland / Russia / Japan / New Zealand /Bolivia / Poland / South Africa / Kazakhstan / Mexico 

/ China /Turkey and India.

All the groups participated on line using Facebook and YouTube channel with votings done by public and also by 10 International 

Jury from five continents, Each group presented its 4-6 max dance performances on a Full HD (1920 X 1080) for competition under 

very strict rules and adjudication. The Country that received most scores from the Jury were crowned the Grand Prix winners also 

the Audience votes added as a bonus on the overall. As part of the traditional of the event there were street parades done with each 

participating countries fags and names displayed and placed at the festival area.

SADF Traditional 
Dance Faculty Newsletter 2020.pdf




 


 


South African Dance Foundation     


       Traditional Dance Faculty 


 


SADF Traditional Group Champions     


   Ama- Zebra Youth Organisation 


Winning 4th World Grand Slam Title   


                                                                          2020 Web Editions. 


 
The South African Flag flying high once again during the 1st  2020 Web Editions of World Folklore 


Competition in Sofia Bulgaria the XXIV International Folklore Festival VITOSHA under the theme 
‘together in the love of dance’. 


1st World Folklore Festival 2020 Web Edition. Sofia BULGARIA 


  







On the 15th to 18th of July 2020, the 2019 SADF Open Dance Championships Traditional dance 


adult category Champions Amazebra Youth Organisation 


has done it again competing amongst 25 other countries 


and won its 4th World Grand Slam in Bulgaria.  


 


The participating countries were 


Kenya / Argentina / Chile / Rapa Nui / Romania / 


Philippines / Hungary / Serbia / Yakutia / Panama / 


Malaysia /Ukraine / Cuba / Ireland / Russia / Japan / New 


Zealand /Bolivia / Poland / South Africa / Kazakhstan /  


Mexico / China /Turkey and India.    


 


All the groups participated on line using Facebook and 


YouTube channel with votings done by public and also by 


10 International Jury from five continents, Each group 


presented its 4-6 max dance performances on a Full HD 


(1920 X 1080) for competition under very strict rules and 


adjudication. 


 


The Country that received most scores from the Jury were crowned the Grand Prix winners also 


the Audience votes 


added as a bonus  


on the overall. 


 


As part of the 


traditional of the 


event there were 


street parades 


done with each 


participating 


countries fags and 


names displayed and placed at the festival area.  


 


 







In addition, the planting of a tree ceremony was done in solidarity with the global corona 


pandemic and loss of lives due to covid-19 


worldwide.  


All groups were represented by a 


Bulgarian person bearing the message 


from each country towards the festival 


and the entire world spreading words of 


encouragements and peace through 


these challenging times. 


 


 


 


 


THE WORLD RANKING 


The South African group Ama- Zebra was confirmed the best group to date in the African 


continent and  also standing number one in the world of Folk League 2020 table 


The greatest news was to note that South 


African group Amazebra is standing 


number one in the World Folk League table. 


 


The increase of the South African groups to 


the top 100 in the international stages 


increases in numbers and are representing 


the different traditional ethnics groups in all 


levels.  


 


South African Dance Foundation 


Traditional Faculty plays a major role in 


exposing the different groups of our country and it is a great development in that level. 


 


Head of SADF Traditional Faculty an International Jury Member. 







 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


  







 


 


 


 


  







 







 
 


 


 
 


 


 


 


 
 


 







Web Editions Participating Countries  Profile  
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SADF NEWSLETTER -  2020

WDC SOCIAL DANCE WEBINAR
Due to the current situation concerning the Covid-19 pandemic, numerous events, congresses, competitions and lectures had to 

cancelled. Unfortunately, one of these events was the Social Dance Congress in Blackpool 2020. 

The newly elected Social Dance Chairman, Ferry Polai, and the Social Dance Executive Board decided to offer and host something 

new for you - the first ever WDC Social Dance Webinar on the 7th of August 2020.  FREE to all members, dance schools and dance 

teachers in our country. 

WDCSocialDance_
Webinar_07.08.20[372].pdf




® WDC Social Dance Executive Board
Chairman: Ferenc Polai


Sen. Vice Chairman: Christoph Möller
Vice Chairmen: Dimitrios Caravas,  


Henning Christensen, Jiri Plaminek,  
Niki Seifert & Alain Milette


Social Dance Congress - Webinar
7th August 2020


Lecture 40 Min & 15 Min Questions and Discussion 
Free for all participants!
Information: polai@wdcdance.com
 
REGISTRATION LINK:
https://zoom.us/webinar/register/WN_ynXGow2RR4O3LmVpBddQYQ 


13.00 (Central European Time)  
Lecture by Eldar Dzhafarov  


 „How to teach American  
 Smooth for Beginners.“


15.00 (Central European Time)  


Lecture by Christoph Möller  
and Nadine & Daniel Zambon  


„Swing – the Dance of the Year 
2021 – how to teach it for  


Beginners and how to integrate it 
in Social Dance Schools“


 14.00 (Central European Time)  
Lecture by Pia Galiano & 
Fernando Galera  


 „How to teach Argentine  
Tango for Beginners –  
Dance, thru each other ...“


Eldar Dzhafarov


Christoph Möller


Pia Galiano & Fernando Galera  


Nadine & Daniel Zambon
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SADF NEWSLETTER -  2020

REGIONAL UPDATE
North West Province

The North West region introduced the BACK TO BASICS dance workshop which was held on the 14th March 2020 at the 

Mmabana gymnasium in Mafikeng. 

 The workshop focused mainly on the basics of dance for the beginner level to Gold section (medal sections). For both Standard 

Ballroom and Latin American. 

Our facilitators were: 

Mr Thapelo Ramatlhape who did warm up exercises and body or physical preparations before dancing and before dance practices. 

Miss Nombulelo Hlathi who worked on basic movements for Latin American and how best to execute them. She also spoke on 

grooming, how to dress and how to keep yourself looking presentable. 

Mr Thabo Gaobusi worked on standard timing, footwork and how-to best dance with your partner. He also showed lines of dance 

and went into details as to why there are lines of dance and how to best use them. 

We then shared copies of the syllabus for all the levels and a few tips on how to teach the young dancers who are below 10 years 

of age. The workshop was a success and it was mostly attended by candidates who are amateur dancers and level sections.




 
 


 


NORTH WEST BRANCH COMMITTEE 
Chairperson: Pako Tong 


Deputy Chairperson: Kgomotso Tlhabi  


Secretary: Onalenna Motsamai 


Treasure: Galaletsang Maleme 


Membership/Development: Thapelo Ramatlhape 


Additional Member: Tuelo Sedumedi 


The North West region introduced the BACK TO BASICS dance workshop which was held 


on the 14th March 2020 at the Mmabana gymnasium in Mafikeng. 


 


The workshop focused mainly on the basics of dance for the beginner level to Gold section 


(medal sections). For both Standard Ballroom and Latin American. 


Our facilitators were: 


Mr Thapelo Ramatlhape who did warm up exercises and body or physical preparations 


before dancing and before dance practices. 


Miss Nombulelo Hlathi who worked on basic movements for Latin American and how best to 


execute them. She also spoke on grooming, how to dress and how to keep yourself looking 


presentable. 


Mr Thabo Gaobusi worked on standard timing, footwork and how-to best dance with your 


partner. He also showed lines of dance and went into details as to why there are lines of 


dance and how to best use them. 


We then shared copies of the syllabus for all the levels and a few tips on how to teach the 


young dancers who are below 10 years  of age 


The workshop was a success and it was mostly attended by candidates who are amateur 


dancers and level sections 
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SADF NEWSLETTER -  2020

Western Cape Province

Western Cape conducted the Professional Associate Latin Exam 

The first half of the year also saw the development of Professionals. With 3 candidates having successfully passed their Latin 

Associate exams, we wish Chadwick Burns, Ricardo Samuels and Hilton Samuels everything of the best for the future and look 

forward to watching them grow from strength to strength. Currently the process continues online as we prepare the next group 

of candidates for their Latin Licentiate exams.

The Beat Workshop

Western Cape had “The Beat Workshop”. It was fun and exciting to see all the young and upcoming generation so motivate and 

energized. 
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On behalf of the SADF Board of Directors, I greet you all in the 

spirit of Ubuntu and wish you all good health.

COVID-19 presents turbulent times not only for the dancing 

community, but for the world leaving no stone unturned. 

Since the South African President declared a National state of 

Disaster in March 2020, services have declined and so has the 

economy. This has had a profound impact on the dance studios 

as most partners live separately and Studio Owners have not 

been able to exist as previously. This has sadly impacting our 

livelihood.  

The new normal has impacted dancing and only the dancers 

with access to digital resources have been able to continue 

differently. The CEO, Ms Baxter, compiled a Digital Strategy 

and meetings, coaching, congresses, Professional Training are 

all facilitated virtually. The SADF conducted its first AGM 

online at the end of May 2020 and I am proud to announce 

there are positive additions to our structure. The new Board 

of Directors was elected for the 2020-2023 term with the 

seven previous Directors being re-elected. Mr. Frans Sema was 

re-elected as the National Chairperson of the SADF.  We extend 

a warm welcome to Mr. Neville Matjie and Mr. Harold Van 

Buuren to the Board of Directors, who are both active in dance 

and are well known to the dance community. We also welcome 

new Officials to the SADF i.e. Mr. George Oliphant, Ms. Kathy 

Matthews, Ms. Claudia Moir, Mrs. Tebogo Tsholetsane and Mr. 

Theo Williams.

In our quest to continue with dancing and present our members 

with benefits, the SADF hosted 3 Online Congresses to-date 

between May – July.  These Congresses are FREE to registered 

members (Amateur and Professional). 

The topics have included Ballroom, Latin, Line Dance, Salsa, 

Fitness, Judges Congress.  Our Mother body, the World Dance 

Council made Koros available, which is a world class online 

Dance platform for free for 2 weeks in June where World 

Champions have been teaching. Additionally, WDC Social 

Faculty is presenting a Social Dance Congress on 7 August 2020 

with 3 Top World Champions on American Smooth, Argentine 

Tango and Swing for FREE to WDC Member Countries. SADF 

has also facilitated Compliance Training for Studios wishing 

to soft open in July and is in the process of issuing Compliance 

Certificates to Studios that satisfy the criteria for them to 

return to business. This is another membership benefit to 

assist Studios and dancers in challenging times.

We are happy to affirm that we have continued with the 

business of dance in the new normal.  We want to thank ALL 

our existing members and welcome the new members. We do 

not know when and if we will return to the “normal” we once 

knew, but we do know that we have extended our knowledge, 

platforms and have an even greater level of passion for Dance 

in lockdown. Let us continue to support one another with care 

and understanding and remain committed to what binds us. 

Please stay Safe and Healthy and take care of yourself!

Yours in Dance

Andre Cloete, Director of Membership

MEMBERSHIP
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We are pleased to confirm that the SADF is preparing for the soft opening of dance studios. Please note that each region has a 

Compliance Officer. I would encourage those studios that are keen on re-opening to access the application forms and forward it 

to your respective Compliance Officer. 

The SADF is cognisant of the fact that there are many individuals that make a living from dancing only and need to re-open their 

business, if they comply with the criteria, as gazetted by the government gazette. The applications will be screened and assessed 

first and upon approval, studios will be granted permission to re-open safely and will be issued with a Compliance Certificate. 

SADF REGULATIONS FOR SOFT OPENING 
OF DANCE SCHOOLS

Application Form 
for Opening of Dance Schools.pdf

SCRIPT - OPENING 
OF DANCE SCHOOLS.pdf

SADF Regulations 
for the Opening of Dance Schools.pdf

COVID 19 
REGULATIONS FOR THE SADF.pdf




 


+27 73 321 5243 


secretary@sadancefoundation.co.za 


Office No 18 NWDC Small Industries 
DP Kgotleng Street, Montshioa, 2747 


North West Province, South Africa 


 


SOUTH AFRICAN DANCE FOUNDATION 
Application for Opening of Dance Classes 


 Dance School Owner or Dance Teacher Details 


 
Title     First Name         Surname      ____________ 
 
Address              _____ 
 
              _____ 
 
City   ________________________   Postcode    __________________ 
 
Tel No    _________________  Mobile No     _____ 
 
Email     __________  SADF Membership No     _____ 
 
 Dance School or Studio Details 


Venue             ____________ 
 
Town    _________________  Postcode       __________________ 
 
Studio Dimension/Studio ______________________  Air conditioner ________________________________ 
 
Ablution Facilities     Water Facilities  ___________  Security Fencing ________________________  


 
  
 
 
 
         


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


________________________________  _________________________  _________________________ 
Name and Surname    Date     Signature 


GENRE NUMBER OF  
DANCERS 


NUMBER OF  
STAFF 


NUMBER OF CLASSES 
PER WEEK 


DanceSport    


Social or Pro-Am 
 


   


Theatre/Disco/Freestyle 
 


   


Traditional Dance 
 


   


Wheelchair Dance 
 


   


Other 
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+27 73 321 5243 


secretary@sadancefoundation.co.za 


Office No 18 NWDC Small Industries 
DP Kgotleng Street, Montshioa, 2747 


North West Province, South Africa 


 
 


12th July 2020. 


 


SOUTH AFRICAN DANCE FOUNDATION 


ON THE RE-OPENING OF DANCE SCHOOLS AND STUDIOS 


 
The World Health Organisation (WHO) categorised the severe acute respiratory syndrome novel coronavirus 
(COVID-19) as a pandemic. Pursuant to that, on 15 March 2020, President Cyril Ramaphosa declared a national 
state of disaster in South Africa in terms of the Disaster Management Act, 2002 (DMA) and on 18 March, 
regulations in terms of the DMA were published with immediate effect. On the 23rd March, President Ramaphosa 
announced national lock-down in order to contain and flatten the curve of the spread of the virus. 
 
Lockdown restrictions are now slowly being eased wherein currently South Africa is at lockdown level 3. New 
regulations are regularly published and we have witnessed almost daily updates in terms of the Disaster 
Management Act to supplement the existing regulations that have been published in terms of the same Act and to 
cater specifically for the conditions of lockdown. 
 
While the South African Dance Foundation commends its members for the manner in which they complied with the 
lockdown regulations, the endurance that has and is still being absorbed by our dancers and dance teachers, we 
still live in an increasingly turbulent and unpredictable times. The closure of dance schools/studios has denied 
dancers their regular routine training and severed negative impact on the livelihoods of dance teachers businesses 
who rely solely in dance to generate income. 
 


To-date, the South African Dance Foundation is pleased to announce that we are now ready to guide our 


members on how to softly re-open their Dance Schools and Studios. This process of the re-opening of our Dance 


Schools and Studios is guided by the Cultural and Creative Industries Federation of South Africa and the 


Department of Sports, Arts and Culture, through the GOVERNMENT GAZETTE, Volume 661, No: 43507 


https://archive.opengazettes.org.za/archive/ZA/2020/government-gazette-ZA-vol-661-no-43507-dated-2020-07-


06.pdf, as dated 6th July 2020 and gazetted by the Minister, Mr Nkosinathi Mthethwa. In this gazette, Dance is 


classified as part of Theatre (As confirmed by CCIFSA) and will be allowed to open to a maximum of 50% of its 


capacity and in line with the Disaster Management Act (https://www.gov.za/documents/disaster-management-act-


amendment-regulations-coronavirus-covid-19-lockdown-12-jul-2020), whereas if the studio can accommodate 


greater than 100 people, that a maximum of 50 people will be applicable, excluding staff members.  


To this effect, the South African Dance Foundation has development its regulations, in line with the DMA and the 


provisions of the gazette. 


The SADF is therefore calling upon all the Dance Schools Owners and Manager to retrieve the applications forms 


for the opening of the Dance Schools and Studios from our SADF Website and social platforms or alternatively 


collect the forms from the South African Dance Foundation’s Company Secretary- Ms. Tebogo Tsholetsane on 


073 321 5243 or email her on secretary@sadancefoundation.co.za, who will provide you with the forms. She will 


also provide you with your area Compliance Officer, who is responsible for providing you with all the regulations 







 


and will process your application until its conclusion. As a caring organization, we can assure you that the 


processing of your application is given a turnaround time of 48 Hours, however, the processing will even be faster 


if the School or Studios meet the compliance criteria.     


In conclusion, the South African Dance Foundation wishes to continue to caution all its members and the South 


Africans in general that we are now moving into even increasingly turbulent and unpredictable times. The storm 


has arrived, and whilst the SADF commends you all for observing the health and safety measures as provided for 


by the Department of Health and the DMA, the SADF wishes to equally command you to continue observing the 


restrictions, especially in this time when you are now going to be even taking additional responsibilities of caring 


for our dancers.  


Let God Bless your good intention and please abide by the new DMA regulations. No persons will be allowed in 


the streets after 21 Hours (09pm) and before 04:00 (04am). 


 


Thank You. 
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+27 73 321 5243 


secretary@sadancefoundation.co.za 


Office No 18 NWDC Small Industries 
DP Kgotleng Street, Montshioa, 2747 
North West Province, South Africa 


 
 


10th July 2020 


SADF COVID -19 Guidelines for the re-opening of Dance Schools 


 


TO  : All the SADF Dance Schools/Studio Owners and Managers, 


 


Reference is hereby drawn from the GOVERNMENT GAZETTE, VOL. 661 of JULY 6th, 2020, No: 43507  


Numerous courses are being offered to prepare dance teachers for the opening of schools. Our members are to 


be informed that while the foundation is not offering a specific course, we are providing material for the teacher 


to keep on hand and to use. 


Attending any course is always of value particularly to those insecure and not inclined to read government 


policies, but it is not a requirement to open a school furthermore the information being provided is available and 


adapted from the various documents shared on the various platforms. 


1. Schools should initially attend to thorough cleaning of the premises before opening. 


2. All the necessary precautions and regulations need to be in place, posters, spacing, etc.  


3. Just one positive case in the school can lead to the recommence of the process to re-open. However, 


depending on the case: 


 The school is closed for the isolation period of 14 days and the re-sanitising of the premises 


 Isolation of the person immediately and informing their contacts of possible infection and 


recommendation of isolation 


 Full sanitising of the school and closing for the period while the process is taking place. 


Practical considerations before resuming teaching in a School Space with dancers actively 


participating: 


Health management, Hygiene and Cleaning   


Until reliable and regular testing is available, everyone is considered an asymptomatic carrier and could therefore 


infect others. This thinking is not to create paranoia but is a perspective to use when reviewing each action in the 


workday / workplace and decreasing the risk of infecting each other.   


It is the obligation of each School /teacher to develop a COVID Health Plan that is clearly written and made 


available to all before considering opening the facility. 


 







 


As a starting point the items to include would be: 


 Basic hygiene procedures for those entering the facility   


 Basic hygiene measures in all public spaces (when and how to clean)   


 To what extent to monitor people as they enter classes  


 What to do if someone displays symptoms  


 What to do if someone identifies as contracting COVID 19  


If in any doubt, work with a local doctor or healthcare professional to develop or review the plan. 


 The recommendation is based on a 2-meter distancing restriction and so should be adjusted as 


appropriate to the reality (1 metre / 1.5 metre or equivalent) and the rules that apply for the 


district/area/province 


 Where possible have a separate entrance and exit to your premises, allow traffic to flow easily, minimise 


person-to-person contact and speed up the movement of people in and out of the facility.  


 Whenever possible, parents and other visitors should not enter the building.  


o Request that parents drop off their children at the door 


o  Do not open internal areas for waiting parents or family unless you can ensure appropriate social 


distancing space 


o Clear drop off and collection procedures should be in place and communicated – parents/guardians 


should be required to drop dancers at the entrance to a building safely but not to enter premises. 


Parents/guardians do need to ensure the dancer has “passed” the entry procedures before driving 


off. 


o  Dancers should be directed not to arrive early and to wait outside until instructions have been 


given that it is safe to enter.   


o Following the class, safely return dancers to the entrance/exit of the building (or pick up location if 


different) for collection.  


o Ensure everyone is aware of your arrangements about how pick up will take place in a timely 


manner.  


o There should be no parent observation of classes.  


 


 Establish clear pathways through the building.    


o Mark pathways with arrows if necessary   


o Arrange to have an assistant accompany younger dancers to ensure they follow spacing and other 


protective measures  


o  Review all signage to ease navigation and finding places  


 


 Reduce the number of shared facilities where possible (Reception, stairwell, corridors, toilets, changing 


rooms, water fountains, fridges) etc. and manage them wisely to ensure social distancing.  


 







 


o Keep dressing rooms and communal showers closed (if possible) 


o In the toilets, make sure to maintain social distance and sanitization 


o Paper towels to be readily available (no cloth towels)   


o Tape off waiting lines   


o If appropriate close a few stalls to decrease amount of people in any given space. 


o Ensure everyone understands the school policies and it is reinforced with signage. 


o Turn off any communal water fountains  


 


 All dancers should arrive, and leave dressed and ready for class in their dance clothes.  


o Any tasks that can be done at home should be done at home (hair, make up, dressing, etc.)  


o Dancers are not to wear dance shoes outside of the school. Outdoor shoes should be taken off and 


left outside of the classroom/school in self provided packets/bags.  


o Dance shoes should be put on immediately as entering the school and removed immediately after 


class.  


o  If as in the case of some genres using street shoes as part of the class, ideally, the dancers should 


have a second pair that they did not arrive in, reserved to change into for dancing.   


o  Clearly identify (mark the floor if you can) where dancers place their belongings so that they do 


not touch each other’s belongings. It could be a separate area from the school or create a “home 


base” along a wall/ at the barre for each dancer, during class.  


o Dancers should not wait in the classroom/school if it is not their class    


o Dancers should be advised to bring only the essential items with them  


o  Individual towels should be clearly marked and not shared 


o Water bottles should be discouraged except in very hot temperatures or for classes of long 


duration 


o  Do not share props for dances, each dancer to provide their own. 


o If personal items are not removed at the end of the class, they should be disposed of immediately. 


Remind dancer at the end of each lesson and / put signage up to ensure it is clearly communicated, 


to avoid complaints.  


 


 Ensure availability of hand soap at sinks/washbasins and readily available hand sanitiser in schools and 


other areas.   


o Ensure the sanitiser you choose is effective against the virus and is suitable for use by children. Be 


aware of any allergen advice/contra-indications.  (In the case of people with allergies they should 


carry their own) Remember that anti-bacterial is not anti-viral, so this will not replace the efficacy 


of a proper hand wash using soap and water.  


  


 Other than water on site- No eating of food or drinks permitted  


  


 Mark the floors (and barres) so that those entering the school understand how to space themselves.  







 


o Barres/ dance spaces should be clearly marked with tape to allow dancers at least the required 


separation, allowing for extra room near walls 


o  For centre practice/ solo work- mark the floor to allow at least a 2-meter square per person 


(including teacher, accompanists and others who may be required to be in a room).  


o Use tape to assist with this or consider rubber floor circles.  


o If groups are alternating during the class, there must also be safe areas marked for dancers to wait 


at the side of the room 


o Electrical tape will not damage floors and is inexpensive and colourful.  


o  (Rather than number spaces, consider naming them after well know dancers, technical positions, 


or other creative names) 


 


  Ensure schools have appropriate cleaning products on hand but securely stored from young dancers.  


 


 Staff Safety and Rights   


o For anyone regularly engaging other staff, please respect their rights who may be unable to work 


at any time due to being part of a protected group, or unable to travel to work due to government 


advice or policies. There are anti-discrimination laws that, under these circumstances, seek to 


protect employees and the self-employed from losing their employment/their contract. Please 


consult the applicable government publications for more information.  


 


 Keep as many administrative procedures as possible online (billing, payments, communications etc.) 


o Where class payments are required, only contactless or direct debit payments should be accepted  


o Ensure you have safe office practices for those who may be working in your offices 


o Establish and communicate a policy for refunds and credits for lost classes in case of infections or 


forced closures   


o Update your terms and conditions to reflect the new operating procedures  


Screening measures before dancers enter: 


Create a health checklist document to be completed by each dancer to be handed in when they arrive or ask the 


questions as they arrive such as: 


Has the person:  


 Experienced a fever in the last two weeks?  


  Had a cough or breathing problems?  


  Lost or noticed a change in sense of taste or smell within the last 14 days?  


 Increased fatigue?  


 Anyone in the family shown any of the above symptoms within 14 days?   


 Been exposed to someone diagnosed with Covid-19 within the last 14 days? 


 







 


 Been in contact with anyone suspected to have Covid-19?     


 use a touchless thermometer to take and record temperatures of all people entering 


 Ensure coughs and sneezes are covered by a tissue or a flexed elbow; tissues should be disposed of 


in a closed bin and hands sanitised following sneezing/coughing.  


Adapting Teaching to accommodate the Covid-19 Regulations  


The classes that you deliver connect to people and are greatly valued by your dancers. Whilst we need to adapt to 


teach within the new socially distanced reality, we also need to remind ourselves that the school is a special space 


that our dancers come to for a distinct experience and we should safeguard this experience as much as possible.  


 Welcoming dancers into the space for the first time will require:   


 time to catch up with them after a time apart   


 time to get them comfortable with the new space set up  


 time to understand how the class structure will run 


 an understanding of any impact lockdown may have had on them  


Focus on the interaction with dancers 


 This is a time when a creative approach is required and a chance to re-visit different teaching styles  


  Set achievable artistic goals and try not to get distracted with the health and safety guidelines.   


 If a full complement of learners cannot be accommodated in the school, opt for others in the class 


to participate via live stream video.  Alternate active participants from class to class. Remember 


before broadcasting, ensure that the required media permissions forms are completed by dancers 


in attendance.  


 Clear communication methods when working with the dancers, guiding on the entering the room, 


groupings, interactions with each other, what they need to do if they need to be excused during 


the class, etc.  


 Maintaining Spacing 


 


o Always observe the mandated distance between dance teachers and dancers.  


o Working in the school, observing the mandated distance may require adjusting/ reducing 


exercises that travel in all directions  


o All exercises that require holding hands should be done without holding hands. Partner 


work should be separated as required by any distancing regulations   


o  For stationary centre work make sure your dancers can maintain safe minimum distancing 


in all directions.  If they are engaging in very aerobic activity, consider increasing the spacing 


by 1 meter  


o When traveling air droplets become suspended, the person traveling directly behind 


someone is in the slipstream where these droplets are suspended.  Less contamination can 


occur if working side by side with someone, rather than behind them. Movements that 







 


require travelling will need to increase distancing more, maintaining a 4-5 meters’ 


separation; consider the practicalities of the school space, when planning classes  


o Make sure dancers know where to go to after smaller group activities so as not to form into 


groups and ignore distancing  


 


 Allow additional time at the end of class to wrap things up and make sure that dancers have everything 


they brought with them.  


 Timetables/ Lesson Bookings: 


Timetables will need adjustments to allow for new social distancing measures.   


 


Consider as you create your timetable: 


o Know how many dancers can be accommodated at a given time, and make sure to keep the 


cohorts together in the same groupings 


o Allot time to enter the building and for any pre- entry screening to take place  


o Plan class to allow more time for dancers to demonstrate exercises in smaller groups and to 


change over between them, as may be required by distancing requirements 


o Consider and adapt class plans to factor in the mental and physical impact of lockdown, on 


dancers (e.g. allow more time for explanations and instructions, and to slowly rebuild 


technique)  


o  If running multiple schools in the same building stagger classes to avoid congestion and 


ensure distancing  


o Allow time for entering and exiting classes and for making sure that one class is out of the 


space before the next can be let in 


o Allow time to clean the school between classes 


o If there are dancers attending multiple times a week, or more than one class a day, consider 


how many class places available and the benefits of keeping cohorts together to diminish 


the chance of cross-infection.   


 


 Communication: 


o Before staff, dancers and parents arrive at the school for the first time, it is vital that the 


new measures, processes, and policies have already been communicated.  


o Discuss the new measures with any staff, to ensure that they understand them and will 


adhere to them. This is also a great way to get feedback and to ensure that nothing has 


been missed.  


o Information is best fed in small easy to manage packets that can be read or listen to in their 


own time. 


o Each community is different, use the methods of communications that work best for the 


community that the school serves.  







 


o Communicate with dancers clearly demonstrating all the actions taken and measures in 


place to allay any fears or concerns about returning to the school 


o Communicate all the safety and health plans 


o Explain to parents and dancers the new procedures in place for classes and any timetable 


adjustments  


o Adjust the Terms and Conditions to accommodate the new realities. 


o Those working in rented and/or shared spaces should contact the building’s operator to 


discuss plans to reopen to external hirers. Where possible, recommend a collaborative 


approach to risk assessment to establish and agree acceptable terms and conditions for a 


safe return to physical dance classes in those facilities.   


 


 Teacher and staff considerations: 


o Give all dance teachers and staff a chance to feedback on the plans, to ask questions, 


and to offer suggestions 


o Staff should undergo training to ensure cleaning, class participation and management 


and record keeping protocols are maintained. 


o Training sessions (revisions) should be regularly conducted   


Many younger dancers will not be able to follow social distancing guidelines. Seriously consider the age ranges 


that can successfully work under the new reality. Always put safety first. 


Guidelines and Safe Practices for returning to delivering in-person dance classes are provided in this information 


yet can be relieved as the levels permit. It is the responsibility of the school head to keep abreast with changes 


and to follow government regulations as they are presented. 


Please take note that this information has been prepared specifically with current laws, regulations, and guidance 


in mind, and with reference to current Health advice of maintaining distancing.  Always consult the latest 


government advice provided in the country to ensure that local laws, regulations, and health authority advice 


available will govern the resumption of your dance activities at that time.  


The intention of the SADF is to support dance teachers in their safe return to delivering in-person classes as soon 


as possible yet ensuring that their dancers, dance teachers, administrative staff, parents  and others visiting the 


dance facility are not only kept safe, but are well informed so that the resumption of dance activities does not 


compromise the health and wellbeing of any individuals nor the community. Transparency within the dance 


community and clear communication is of the utmost importance.  


At the time of compiling this document, COVID-19 risk remains high therefore, it is essential safe practices (hand 


washing, more stringent cleaning of facilities etc.) and social distancing measures are put into practice in order to 


return safely to physical classes without presenting a risk to the community.    







 


There is no one-size-fits-all advice. Please read the recommendations and use these checklists in conjunction with 


existing policies and procedures (reviewing those as necessary) to determine the readiness to open individual 


schools to in-person classes.  


Of great importance to remember is that the opening of schools in general will not cover the individual school if 


the individual school does not meet the requirements and regulations of the government.    


Gauge the opinions of dancers and parents about returning to classes with appropriate control measures in place 


as this will assist in anticipating class sizes and determine when a return to the school will be possible.   


 There are different options that any teacher may consider including:  


o Continuing to deliver classes remotely online  


o Hold smaller classes in a school as distancing rules allow  


o Combine smaller classes with live streaming of the class for those who do not wish to attend in person 


or alternating dancers attending in person each session, for those not in attendance, for social 


distancing reasons  


o Look for a temporary alternative location to offer classes in that has a larger space that can 


accommodate all the dancers in one place while allowing for appropriate distancing   


o Look for an alternative location that is outdoors where restrictions are mostly less stringent.   


Some Rules Summarised: 


o Regular Hand washing is still highly recommended 


o every hour and/or between classes.  


o Identify hand washing facilities and alert everyone to their location and encourage their regular use.  


o Hand sanitiser should be used pre and post class for all participants including dance teachers 


o Have hand sanitizers available on entering the rooms, in other communal areas, and for use after using 


high touch surfaces.  


o In bathrooms ensure availability of hand soap and paper towels and a touch-free bin.  


Cleaning Procedures 


o Establish a policy that encourages everyone to participate in cleaning schools between classes and at the 


end or beginning of each day  


o Wipe down the barre and all door handles, switches etc. before and after each use 


o All items left in a school after a class should be disposed of immediately. There should be no lost and found 


o Use disposable gloves to empty bins that contain used tissues from that class. A central lidded bin that can 


be cleared out at the end of the day should be used. 


o Encourage staff to regularly clean their own personal equipment including sunglasses, mobile phones, 


IPads and computers, and to wash their hands.   


o Consider keeping a damp mop supplied with cleaning liquid, or a steam cleaner, to sanitize floors after a 


class that requires dancers to be on the floor or where dancers have sat or waited.    







 


o Wash hard surfaces with warm, soapy water using a disposable cloth.  Your usual household cleaners can 


then be used if required.  Cloths should be disposed of in refuse bags in lidded bins.  


● Ensure schools have cleaning supplies available, but out of reach of young children  


● It is crucial to establish similar policies for daily cleaning all other areas of your facilities and equipment shared 


by more than one person including high-touch surfaces such as floors, barres, handrails, switches and plugs, 


bathrooms, grab bars, and office equipment  


● Disposable gloves should be “on hand” for use when touching discarded items, other peoples’ property or 


cleaning. It is also advised to wash your hands with soap and water afterwards  


Are masks required, what are the benefits and how to manage their use?  


The following are some points to bear in mind:  


o During exercise and public speaking, potentially COVID-19 carrying droplets can be shared. Wearing a 


moisture-wicking face covering may help cut down on droplets being spread to others. This is to prevent 


distribution to others, not to protect the wearer.  


o Surgical or N95 masks can be challenging to talk and breathe through and should be reserved for health 


professionals.   


o Masks should fit snugly over the nose and mouth, not be touched once placed on the face, and washed or 


discarded in bins immediately after each use.  


o Working in a mask can be uncomfortable and makes breathing difficult.  


o A teacher needs to work harder to project through the mask when speaking and breathing 


o Once a mask is put on- DO NOT touch or move it as virus particles can live on the outside areas of a mask 


o A face mask that is saturated in sweat is not going to do its job 


o The wearing of masks is required by law in South Africa, make it part of the T&Cs.  No one may enter the 


facility without one.  Dancers should consider a mask as part of their uniform, like their shoes, and provide 


their own. 


o All dance teachers should have disposable masks to give away in the case of a dancer forgetting to bring 


one, losing it or the mask being dysfunctional.   


 


 What to do if you have a suspected COVID-19 case   


o Immediately cease activity and isolate the person until they can be taken home where they should 


self-isolate 


o Inform others who may have been in contact that they may have been exposed to COVID-19, they 


should be advised to self- isolate until the contact person provides an all clear following a test and 


receiving a negative result 


o  Notify local authorities if your jurisdiction so requires  


o All dancers, their teacher, class assistant and accompanist who were in a class with anyone that 


may be infected must self-isolate and not return to class for appropriate number of days   







 


o Encourage people to speak up if a dancer or faculty member is feeling unwell.  


o Keep a record of all dance teachers, dancers, and staff in the building for the purposes of 


identifying close contact with infected persons in the event of an outbreak of COVID-19.  
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COVID-19 
 


SOUTH AFRICAN DANCE FOUNDATION 
 
 
 


GUIDE FOR DANCE SCHOOLS 
 


HOW TO PREPARE YOUR STUDIO ENVIRONMENT AND  
RESPONDING IF A DANCER/DANCE TEACHER IS 
POSITIVE OR YOU DETECT A POSITIVE CASE OF 


CORONAVIRUS 
 


Coronavirus Official Toll-Free Hot-Line Call Centre 0800 029 999 
Clinicians Hotline: 082 883 9920 


 
 


SADF SUPPORT: MS MARION BAXTER 
Email: sadancefoundation@gmail.com  


 
 


PLAY YOUR PART 


 
 
 
 


Disclaimer 
The information contained in this document is presented in good faith, and whilst every care has been taken in preparing this 


document, it is only intended to provide guidelines to the intended recipients. It does not provide professional advice, and by utilising 


the document, the User is deemed to have agreed to this Disclaimer and to have released and discharged the South African Dance 


Foundation (SADF) from all liability whatsoever that might arise from the use of the document. SADF make no representations and give 


no warranties whatsoever in respect of this document, including but not limited to the accuracy or completeness of any information, 


facts and opinions contained herein, and cannot be held liable for any damages, including but not limited to, direct, indirect, incidental, 


special, consequential or punitive damages arising from the use of or inability to use the document. This document may also not be 


used, published or redistributed without the prior written consent of SADF.   
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A. INTRODUCTION 


About the South African Dance Foundation 
 


1.1. The South African Dance Foundation (SADF) is a registered Not for Profit Company 
(not having a share capital (not for gain)), acting in the collective interests of 
dancers, technical workers, administrators, educators, club heads, studio owners, 
schools, dance Schools and service providers within the Dance Industry in South 
Africa.  The SADF is a founder member of the World Dance Council (WDC), 
established in 1935, member of the International Dance Organisation (IDO) and the 
Council of International Dance of UNESCO (CID-UNESCO). 


 
1.2. The SADF members are owners of dance schools that represent the following 


faculties of Dance: 
 


1.2.1. Ballroom Dance (Competitive) 
1.2.2. Social Dance and Pro-Am Dance 
1.2.3. Theatre and Stage Dance 
1.2.4. Folklore or Traditional Dance 
1.2.5. Disco/Freestyle Dance; and 
1.2.6. People Living with Disabilities (Dance) 


 


Novel Coronavirus 
 
According to the Regulations issued in terms of Section 27(2) of the Disaster Management 
Act, 2002; R.318: 'COVID-19' means the Novel Coronavirus (2019-nCov) which is an 
infectious disease caused by a virus, which emerged during 2019 and was declared a global 
pandemic by the World Health Organisation (WHO) during the year 2020 that has previously 
not been scientifically identified in humans. 
 


Key important links: 


http://www.health.gov.za/     


https://sacoronavirus.co.za/  


https://www.dsac.gov.za/     


http://www.sadancefoundation.co.za/ 


http://www.rumbainthejungle.com/ 


https://www.labourguide.co.za/workshop/1773-covid-19-guideline-mar2020/file 


 


Coronavirus Official Toll-Free Call Centre  0800 029 999 


Clinicians Hotline:      082 883 9920 


Official WhatsApp Help Service:    0600 123 456 


 


Acknowledgement 


The following steps for responding when a dancer/dance teacher tests positive for the 
coronavirus are based on a combination of guidelines that are taken from the World Health 
Organisation (WHO), the South African Department of Health, The Department of 
Employment and Labour Studio Preparedness: COVID-19 (SARS-CoV-19 virus); The 
National Council for Communicable Diseases and the U.S. Centers for Disease Control. 



http://www.health.gov.za/

https://sacoronavirus.co.za/

https://www.dsac.gov.za/

http://www.sadancefoundation.co.za/

http://www.rumbainthejungle.com/

https://www.labourguide.co.za/workshop/1773-covid-19-guideline-mar2020/file
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B. GUIDE TO DANCE SCHOOLS  


1. How COVID-19 spreads 


1.1. When someone who has COVID-19 coughs or exhales they release droplets of 


infected fluid. Most of these droplets fall on nearby surfaces and objects, such as 


desks, tables or telephones. People could catch COVID-19 by touching contaminated 


surfaces or objects, and then touching their eyes, nose, or mouth. If they are standing 


within 1 meter of a person with COVID-19 they can catch it by breathing in droplets 


coughed out or exhaled by them. 


1.2. Most persons infected with COVID-19 experience mild symptoms and recover. 


However, some experience more serious illness and may require hospital care. Risk of 


serious illness rises with age: people over 40 seem to be more vulnerable than those 


under 40. People with weakened immune systems and people with conditions such as 


diabetes, heart and lung disease are also more vulnerable to serious illness. 


 


2. Immediate Do’s for Schools 


2.1. Studio owners/Dance teachers are required to follow the measures below to help 


prevent the spread of infections in your studio, such as colds, flu and stomach bugs, 


and protects your students, customers, and dancer/dance teacher s. 


2.2. All Schools must use a portable screen device and screen every person that visits the 


school.  If a person has a temperature of ≥ 38°C or more, they must not be allowed 


into the premises and must immediately be advised to visit their medical specialist. 


2.3. Make sure you sanitize every person visiting the school and that your Schools are 


clean and hygienic. All surfaces (e.g. desks, tables, mirrors, barres, and floors) and 


objects (e.g. telephones, keyboards and doors and cupboard handles) must be wiped 


with a 70% alcohol disinfectant regularly. 


2.4. Promote regular and thorough hand-washing (soap and water or 70% alcohol based 


sanitizer) by everyone in the studio, before, during (sanitizer) and after the lessons. 


2.4.1. Put sanitizing hand rub dispensers in prominent places around the studio. 


Make sure these dispensers are regularly refilled 


2.4.2. Display posters promoting hand-washing 


2.4.3. Combine with other communication measures such as offering guidance from 


occupational health and safety practitioners, briefing before every 


class/lesson, and provide information to promote hand-washing and other 


preventative measures referred to in the www.sacoronavirus.co.za  website. 


2.4.4. Make sure that staff, teachers, contractors, and students have access to 


places where they can wash their hands with soap and water. 


 



http://www.sacoronavirus.co.za/
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2.5. Promote good respiratory hygiene in the studio 


2.5.1. Ensure adequate ventilation in the studio and where possible, display posters 


promoting respiratory hygiene. 


2.5.2. Ensure that at least two cloth face masks are provided to teachers.  Face 


masks must be correctly worn by every person in the studio and that paper 


tissues/towels are available, along with closed bins for hygienically disposing 


of used disposable-masks and paper tissues. 


2.5.3. Advise parents and dancer/dance teachers to check on the national travel 


advice and regulations to ensure compliance. 


2.5.4. Inform your dancer/dance teachers, students, contractors, and customers that 


if COVID-19 is detected in your studio and that anyone with even a mild 


cough or low-grade fever (≥ 38°C or more) needs to advise you, immediately 


and immediately seek medical assistance. 


2.5.5. Keep promoting the message that students and/or teachers need to stay at 


home even if they have only mild symptoms of COVID-19 


 


3. Immediate Response 


(Guidelines for symptom monitoring and management of essential workers for COVID-


19 related infection: Department of Health - Occupational Health and Safety 


Committee – Covid-19 Response) 


3.1. Dancer/dance teachers should be screened for COVID-19 and related symptoms 


3.2. At the start of a lesson and prior to ending the lesson, a designated person must do 


temperature checks and also check with each person whether they have experienced 


sudden onset of any of the following symptoms: cough, sore throat, shortness of 


breath or fever/chills (or ≥ 38°C measured temperature if this is available at the studio), 


in the past 24 hours as outlined in the symptom monitoring sheet. These are the 


current criteria for the identification of persons under investigation (PUI).  


3.3. Should a dancer/dance teacher report any of the abovementioned symptoms, s/he 


should immediately be provided with a surgical mask and referred to the designated 


staff at the studio so that arrangements can be made for COVID-19 testing at the 


closest testing centre. 


3.4. Should a dancer/dance teacher report any additional symptoms as outlined in the 


symptom monitoring sheet, s/he should be provided with a suitable mask and referred 


to the occupational health clinic, family practitioner or primary care clinic for further 


clinical evaluation and requirement for COVID-19 testing if indicated.  


3.5. On receiving their results, the dancer/dance teacher and/or health professional 


supporting the dancer/dance teacher should notify their studio so that the 
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dancer/dance teacher is managed accordingly. The studio should proactively take 


steps to obtain this information to avoid any delays in reporting.  


3.6. A positive COVID-19 test in an dancer/dance teacher will require all potential contacts 


in the studio to be assessed. 


3.7. All dancer/dance teacher’s on returning to work after isolation or quarantine period, 


should follow general work restrictions that include:  


3.7.1. undergo medical evaluation to confirm that they are fit to work  


3.7.2. wearing of cloth masks at all times  


3.7.3. implement social distancing measures as appropriate (in the case of health 


workers avoiding contact with severely immune compromised patients) 


3.8. Adherence to hand hygiene, respiratory hygiene, and cough etiquette  


3.9. Continued self-monitoring for symptoms, and seek medical re-evaluation if respiratory 


symptoms recur or worsen  


 


4. Protect Other Dancer/dance teachers 


4.1. If a dancer/dance teacher is confirmed to have COVID-19, Studio owners/Dance 


teachers should alert the authorities and also inform fellow dancer/dance teacher/s of 


their possible exposure, but maintain confidentiality 


4.2. Fellow dancer/dance teacher s should be encouraged to self-monitor for symptoms. 


4.3. Identify where the infected dancer/dance teacher worked, as well as those 


individuals—including colleagues, students, parents, customers and visitors—the 


infected dancer/dance teacher came into contact with during the 14 days prior to 


testing positive or first displaying symptoms. 


4.4. Guided by the Department of Health, Studio owners/Dance teachers should notify 


affected customers, visitors, and vendors and instruct those dancer/dance teacher s 


who came into contact with the sick dancer/dance teacher within the 14-day period to 


go home and self-isolate for 14 days, working remotely if possible. 


 


 


5. Studio Environment 


5.1. The onus lies on the Studio Owner/Dance Teacher to provide all staff with personal 


protective gear (face masks, hand sanitizers and gloves (where necessary)). 


5.2. The Studio Owner/Dance Teacher should ensure that the work environment is cleaned 


and disinfected every four hours. All staff are to observe social distancing (at least 


1.5m between working spaces). 


5.3. If a dancer/dance teacher or client has tested positive for coronavirus, and has been in 


contact with the employment premises, based on the potential breadth of exposure to 
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coronavirus, the employer must close immediately, and coordinate with dancer/dance 


teachers to work remotely if possible.  Depending on the size of the operation; closing 


could also be limited to the affected area where there was exposure and not 


necessarily the entire operation.  This must be supported by the advice from the 


Department of Health and relevant authorities. 


5.4. The Studio owners/Dance teachers is to immediately alert the Department of Health 


through its coronavirus hotline Official Toll-Free Call Centre 0800 029 999, 


Clinicians Hotline: 082 883 9920; Official WhatsApp Help Service: 0600 123 456 


5.5. The Studio owners/Dance teachers should immediately perform enhanced or deep 


sanitizing cleaning and disinfection, after persons suspected or confirmed to have 


COVID-19 have been in your facility. 


5.6. Studio owners/Dance teachers should develop business continuity plans, policies for 


worker protection and provide training to all cleaning staff on site prior to providing 


cleaning tasks. Training should include when to use personal protective equipment, 


what PPE is necessary, how to properly wear, use, and take off PPE, and how to 


properly dispose of PPE. 


5.7. Studio owners/Dance teachers must ensure workers are trained on the hazards of the 


cleaning chemicals used in the studio in accordance with appropriate OSHA 


standards. 


5.8. Collaborate with the provincial health department to ensure appropriate protocols and 


guidelines, such as updated/additional guidance for cleaning and disinfection, are 


followed, including for identification of new potential cases of COVID-19. 


5.9. Re-opening of the Schools should be coordinated with advise from the requisite 


authorities and in line with the DMA and applicable regulations. 


 


More detailed information on these can be found on https://sacoronavirus.co.za/ 


https://sahivsoc.org/Files/Guidance%20for%20symptom%20monitoring%20and%20management.pdf 


 
 



https://sacoronavirus.co.za/

https://sahivsoc.org/Files/Guidance%20for%20symptom%20monitoring%20and%20management.pdf
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SADF NEWSLETTER -  2020

RCS ECO PRODUCTS PRICE LIST as well as the latest LEAFLETS presented to SADF DANCE STUDIO’s in the vent that the 

Dance School/s & Studio’s require Sanitisers, Personal Protection Equipment and Essential Services (DECONTAMINATION 

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES).

All prices exclude VAT, and DELIVERY if required. We are based in Vanderbijlpark and Johannesburg. 

 For more product information and other product offering, please visit our website www.rcseco.co.za

PPE’S FOR SOFT OPENING OF DANCE 
SCHOOLS FROM ECO SANITISER 

PRODUCTS
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